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London Sinfonietta • Gregory Rose conductor 
 
 

1 Philip Cashian   Mechanik     2’37 

2  Donnacha Dennehy  A Fatal Optimist    4’08 

3  Alexander Campkin   Counting my Numberless Fingers  5’14 

4  Tansy Davies    Feather and Groove    6’45 

5  Amoret Abis    When (ensemble with solo cello) 9’14 

6  Philip Venables   Dutch Courage    4’24 

7  Paul Burnell    Four Minutes, Four Daydreams  4’20 

8  Naomi Pinnock   Four Humours     5’58 

9  Roxanna Panufnik   CoM(A)Chord     1’32 

10  Howard Jones   The Illusion of Progress   8’44 

11  Michael Nyman   In C Interlude     5’08 

 
 
    
                Total timing 59’30 



 
Contemporary music for all 
  
Open Score is a logical outcome of a philosophy of inclusivity that underpins the aims and activities of Contemporary Music for 
All (CoMA).  Launched in 1993, initially as a national contemporary music summer school based at Wortley Hall – the trade union, Labour and 
Co-operative movements’ educational centre near Sheffield – its tutors were Diana Burrell, Simon Foxley, Mary King, Stephen Langridge, 
Gillian Moore, Daryl Runswick, John Tilbury, Tim Yealland and Judith Weir. Its purpose was to create an environment where amateur and 
professional musicians could come together to share their passion for new music. 
  
The CoMA summer school serves as the focus for commissioning new works suitable for amateur performance and Michael Finnissy’s Plain 
Harmony was the first such work to be commissioned, and the first to be flexibly scored. Ten years on, in 2003, this approach to 
instrumentation was to become central to CoMA’s commissioning policy following an invitation from Tate Liverpool for CoMA ensembles to 
perform music created in response to works in its Modern British Art postcard collection. A fixed commission brief – essentially for four-part 
pieces with no fixed instrumentation together with optional piano/keyboard and untuned percussion – served the practical purpose of 
distributing the new works among CoMA ensembles, which varied a great deal in instrumentation and size. 
  
CoMA itself was an initiative of the East London Late Starters Orchestra (ELLSO) whose mission is to support adults learning stringed 
instruments. Itself inspired by the Tower Hamlets Music Project, an Inner London Education Authority education project, ELLSO adopted the 
inclusive approach developed by Sheila Nelson for string teaching with whole classes of school children. Contemporary music was to play a 
key role in ELLSO’s early activities, in part providing a solution to some of the practical issues arising from working with mixed ability 
ensembles. Existing music needed to be arranged and often to be created, and among its first tutors were composers Diana Burrell and James 
Harrison. One of its earliest works was a commission, with London Sinfonietta, of Michael Finnissy’s East London Heys, and amongst its many 
activities, a series of creative projects led variously by Mary King, Stephen Langridge, Stephen Martland, Nigel Osborne and many others. 
  
The immense success of the Tate Liverpool initiative, with works performed to large audiences in its galleries, led directly to the Open Score 
project. Born under the title ‘Inventing Composers’ and supported in its entirety during its first three years by grant from the Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation, the project established a methodology and framework for creating a flexibly scored repertoire of the highest quality. In keeping 
with CoMA’s inclusive philosophy, the project worked with established, ‘emerging’ and student composers, offering encouragement and support 
for composers outside the immediate embrace of the music establishment, including those making their first tentative steps in the creative 
process. 
  
This framework still stands, with commissioning programmes devised by leading composers, on-going calls for pieces and collaborations with, 
for example, the Royal Academy of Music, Royal Northern College of Music and Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance.  Since 2003 
the Open Score repertoire has enjoyed widespread use by a whole range of music makers from CoMA and other amateur ensembles to 
professional ensembles such as the London Sinfonietta and MusikFabrik, from outreach projects to school-based music services, from the most 
local of venues to the world stage the Bath International and Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festivals. 
  



Open Score is a repertoire to be shared by everyone, to be enjoyed in rehearsal and performance. It offers an open door to contemporary 
music for players and audiences alike, a repertoire to be performed many times by many different ensembles for many differing occasions.  
A music reflecting the diversity of languages and forms used by composers today, united by its integrity and artistic ambition yet realisable in 
performance by amateur ensembles. 
  
If these recordings can serve this purpose it will have achieved much. If it can also serve to inspire generations of composers worldwide to 
contribute to this project, then Open Score will become a landmark in contemporary music, both in its content and in its purpose. That is to 
make contemporary music truly a music for all. 
  
Chris Shurety 
Director CoMA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Coinciding with the release of this album, CoMA has released a new anthology of scores Open Score: Contemporary 
Music for All (ISMN: 979-0-9002363-0-2) containing 17 varied works from its vast library of Open Score pieces. The 
book, priced £34.50, introduces this exciting and approachable repertoire in a high-quality edition and points the way 
to its use by amateurs, students, teachers, professionals and anyone else looking for an easy way to get involved in 
making contemporary music. Available from www.coma.org 
 
 



1  Philip Cashian   Mechanik  
    

 
Mechanik takes its title from Mechanik's Bench, a sculpture by Eduardo Paolozzi. In this short piece (for any combination of instruments) I tried 
to capture the sense of energy and strength the sculpture gives off. It was commissioned by CoMA for the Tate Liverpool project in 2002 and 
first performed there by CoMA.  PC 
 
 
Philip Cashian was born in Manchester in 1963 and studied at Cardiff University and at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama with Oliver 
Knussen and Simon Bainbridge. In 1990 he was the Benjamin Britten fellow at Tanglewood where he studied with Lukas Foss. He was awarded 
the Britten Prize in 1991, the Mendelssohn Scholarship in 1992 and the RPS Composition Prize in 1994. 
 
His music has been performed and broadcast worldwide. Commissions include Night Journeys (London Symphony Orchestra), Spitbite (Britten 
Sinfonia), The House of Night (OSJ), Io (BBC National Orchestra of Wales), Three Pieces, Chamber Concerto and Skein (Birmingham 
Contemporary Music Group) and Tableaux, which the Northern Sinfonia commissioned for the 2003 BBC Proms and a European tour. 

Recent works include Settala's Machine (2012) for wind ensemble, Concerto for cello and strings (2013), Strix for chamber orchestra (2013), 
Firewheel (2014) for mixed ensemble and the world's turning (2014) for orchestra.  

Philip is Head of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music. 

 

Philip Cashian on NMC 
Dark Inventions (NMC D061)  Birmingham Contemporary Music Group/Asbury 
The House of Night (NMC D188)  Sarah Nicolls piano | London Sinfonietta/Nagy | Northern Sinfonia/Zehetmair 

Compilations 
String Quartet No. 1 (NMC D004)  Bingham String Quartet 
Landscape; Slow Moon (NMC D057)  Thalia Myers piano 
Music for the night sky (NMC D075)  The Schubert Ensemble 
Concertantes for clarinet, viola and cello (NMC D160)  Endymion/Poole 
The Sun’s Great Eye (NMC D150)  David Stout baritone, Iain Burnside piano  
Stroke (NMC DL3002)  Three Strange Angels 
Horn Trio (NMC DL3004)  New Music Players 



 
2  Donnacha Dennehy  A Fatal Optimist  

    
A Fatal Optimist was commissioned by and written especially for CoMA. I am an optimist despite the risks. The piece has an open 
instrumentation, and players can play in any register, while doing their best to highlight the obvious contours.  DD 
 
 
Donnacha Dennehy (b.1970) studied composition at Trinity College Dublin and at the University of Illinois, USA, followed by further study at 
the Hague and IRCAM. Upon returning to Ireland in 1997, Dennehy founded Crash Ensemble, Ireland’s now-renowned new music group. He 
has had work featured in festivals and venues around the world and has received commissions from Dawn Upshaw, the Kronos Quartet, Alarm 
Will Sound, Bang On A Can, Third Coast Percussion, Icebreaker (London), Contact (Toronto), Lucilin (Luxembourg), Orkest de Ereprijs 
(Netherlands), Fidelio Trio, Percussion Group of the Hague, RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra, the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, BBC Ulster 
Orchestra and the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players among others. 
 
Alongside Dawn Upshaw and sean nós singer Iarla O’Lionáird, Crash Ensemble features on the 2011 Nonesuch release of Dennehy’s music, 
entitled Grá agus Bás. Dennehy’s recent opera The Last Hotel (2015), with a libretto by Enda Walsh, was met with critical acclaim in the UK 
when it premiered at the Edinburgh International Festival in August 2015. It has since had runs at the Dublin Theatre Festival, the Royal Opera 
in London and St. Ann’s Warehouse, New York. 
 
 Donnacha joined the music faculty at Princeton University in 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
Donnacha Dennehy on NMC 
Elastic Harmonic (NMC D133)  Crash Ensemble | RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra 
 
Compilations 
Bulb (NMC D147) Fidelio Trio 
Swift's Epitaph (NMC D150) Andrew Watts counter-tenor | Owen Gunnell percussion 
 
 
 
 



 
3  Alexander Campkin   Counting my Numberless Fingers  
 
Counting my Numberless Fingers opens in a fast, lively tempo in 5/4. Some of the time precise pitches are notated; at other times only 
approximate pitches are notated and a three-line stave is used – a method which generates a spectrum of pitches. In contrast to the fast, 
homophonic opening, the second section is in free time. Melodic lines arise and overlap in different parts and at different tempi. The fast and 
slow sections continue to alternate as they build in intensity, and the harmony grows to be more dissonant.  AC 
 
 
Alexander Campkin's music, described as 'fresh and attractive' by Gramophone, has invited the attention of some of the top ensembles. His 
work has been performed or broadcast in over thirty countries and features on 15 CDs, one of which was ‘Christmas CD of the Year’ for 
Classic FM.  
  
He has received over sixty commissions from organisations including The Royal Opera House, The London Mozart Players, The Tallis Scholars, 
The Royal Ballet Sinfonia, Aldeburgh Music, The BBC Performing Arts Fund, The Swedish Arts Council, New London Children's Choir, Episcopal 
School of Jacksonville Florida, The Joyful Company of Singers and The Theatinerkirche Vokalkapelle, Munich. He has been appointed 
Composer in Residence of Ampersandance Contemporary Dance Company, The Fulham Camerata Choir, The Cantus Ensemble, The Fourth 
Choir, The Portsmouth Grammar School, Southampton University Chamber Choir and Neresheim Abbey in Germany.  
  
Alexander studied music at Oxford University, the Royal Academy of Music and the University for Performing Arts in Vienna, receiving tuition 
from Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Robert Saxton, Stephen Montague, Michael Jarrell and Simon Bainbridge. He has been elected an Associate 
of the Royal Academy of Music for services to music. 
 
  



4  Tansy Davies    Feather and Groove  

Feather and Groove is built from two distinct layers: the groove is dark, obsessive, grinding and machine-like, while the melodic line drifts and 
floats above the bass layer like a feather. Occasionally the feather drifts down towards the groove, where it briefly connects, before moving 
on swiftly, resuming its distance.  TD 
 
 
Born in Bristol, Tansy Davies studied both horn and composition at the Colchester Institute and subsequently spent three years as a freelance 
horn player before further study at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama with Simon Bainbridge and at Royal Holloway with Simon Holt. 
Davies’s success in the 1996 BBC Young Composer workshops in Manchester led to her first commissions from the Composers Ensemble, the 
Brunel Ensemble and the London Sinfonietta, giving her music wide exposure in concerts, broadcasts and recordings. 
 
Written in 2004, neon, for chamber ensemble has become for many the signature Tansy Davies work, with its gritty, sleazy sounds and 
pounding rhythms. The frequent performances and two commercial recordings attest to the work’s popularity. Davies has found an 
accommodation between the worlds of the avant-garde and experimental rock, between – in the words of one critic – Xenakis and Prince. 
Filled with sounds of cracking, slapping, whipping and scraping, it is music that is utterly contemporary, inhabiting the same urban landscape 
as industrial techno and electronica. 
 
A pivotal work is Falling Angel, written for Thomas Adès and BCMG, and first performed in Birmingham and then in Paris, at the Présences 
Festival in 2007. More recently her piano concerto, Nature, was premiered in 2012 by Huw Watkins with BCMG, and her opera Between 
Worlds (a meditation on the events of 9/11) was commissioned by ENO and the Barbican. 
 
Tansy Davies on NMC 
Spine (NMC D176) BCMG | Azalea | Concordia | Christopher Austin conductor  
 
Compilations 
Patterning (NMC D076) Composers Ensemble/Wiegold  
Small Black Stone (NMC D078) Paul Silverthorne, viola|John Constable piano 
Destroying Beauty (NMC D150) Claire Booth soprano| Andrew Ball piano 
Inside Out (NMC DL3006) [rout] 
Loopholes and Lynchpins (NMC DL3008) Stephen Gutman piano 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
5  Amoret Abis    When (ensemble with solo cello) 

When was written as an homage to my grandfather, who was a passionate amateur cellist. As a fireman in the Second World War his hearing 
was badly damaged, yet despite this he remained determined to live a life of music. I wanted to capture an essence of some of the poignant, 
yearning, romantic music for cello that he had loved.  AA 
 
 
Amoret Abis is a composer, pianist and teacher from Brighton. She studied music at the University of Oxford, graduating in 2001, followed 
by postgraduate studies at the Institute for Arts in Therapy and Education, London. After a time working with the arts in therapeutic settings 
Amoret undertook teacher training at the University of Sussex in 2009. Since then she has worked in secondary education, teaching music and 
art. Amoret has researched and written about the teaching of composition, and she contributed two chapters to Beyond Britten: The Composer 
and the Community edited by Peter Wiegold and Ghislaine Kenyon (Boydell and Brewer, 2015). 
 
Her compositions include small-scale concertos for violin and vibraphone and pieces for cello, piano, string octet and flute duo. She has 
received commissions from the London Graduate Orchestra and the Musicians of All Saints, Lewes; an ensemble with whom she has enjoyed a 
long association. As a pianist Amoret performs as a duo with violinist Sophia Bartlette and has been a member of CoMA Sussex ensemble 
since 2013. 
 

 

  



6  Philip Venables   Dutch Courage     

Dutch Courage takes its influences from Louis Andriessen's Workers' Union, using approximate pitch notation, suitable for an unspecified 
ensemble of mixed ability. The harmony, therefore, is always different, and basically results in 'improvised' cluster chords. The piece is a  
high-energy, rhythmic scherzo, involving a lot of syncopation, some wild, rushing solo lines and rapidly switching dynamics.  PV 
 
 
Philip Venables was born in Chester in 1979 and now lives in Berlin and London. He studied at the Royal Academy of Music in London with 
Philip Cashian and David Sawer, where he was awarded the DipRAM diploma and the Manson Fellowship in Composition, and at Cambridge 
University. Philip was awarded an AHRC grant for Ph.D research into speech, violence and music at the Royal Academy of Music from 2012-
13, and he had a Soundhub residency with the LSO at St Luke’s for the 2012-13 season. He is a director of the agency Bright Ivy Ltd. 
 
His music has been performed and broadcast internationally. Performers and commissioners include the BBC Philharmonic, BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra, Wigmore Hall, London Contemporary Opera, London Sinfonietta and Rambert Dance Company. 
 
Philip will make his debut at The Royal Opera House in May 2016, with his full-length new work based on Sarah Kane’s iconic 4.48 Psychosis, 
as part of his three-year composer residency. This is the first ever permitted adaptation of any of Kane’s work. Other current projects include 
a music theatre piece with visual artist Douglas Gordon for HAU Theatre Berlin, Kampnagel Hamburg and Basel Opera, and a violin concerto, 
a brass quintet and a large site-specific piece, with artists to be announced. His collaboration with David Hoyle has been selected for the New 
Music Biennial 2017. 
 
 
 
Philip Venables on NMC 
Compilations 
Fight Music (NMC D160) Endymion/Poole 
  



7  Paul Burnell    Four Minutes, Four Daydreams  

I find when I'm daydreaming that a small trivial reverie sometimes blossoms into an ornate fantasy. This elaboration tends to happen in  
stages – the overall progress being interrupted by brief returns to the real world. Daydreams are somehow timeless, and yet I don't think it 
matters that here each of these four musical representations of day-dreaming is a minute long.  PB 
 
 
 
Paul Burnell (born 1960, Ystrad, South Wales) is a composer and musician based in London, UK. Having studied music at Dartington College 
of Arts, Exeter University and Royal Holloway College, he took a ten-year break from music, returning to concentrate on composition in the 
1990s. He has received many commissions from festivals, Summer Schools, ensembles and professional musicians in the UK and abroad, 
including: the finale of the Bath International Music Festival; Inchcholm New Music Ensemble with a tour of performances in Scotland and the 
Czech Republic; CoMA, with performances by many of the associated ensembles and a feature of his works at the Summer School; a series of 
percussion pieces for Chris Brannick; a harpsichord piece performed by Jane Chapman; trios for the Stanesby Players and for the The Duruflé 
Trio; a trumpet quartet for Bella Tromba; and many other pieces for a variety of instruments, including choir, string orchestra, piano (and toy 
piano), recorder orchestra, contemporary chamber groups of varying combinations and spoken word pieces. Paul enjoys writing pieces and 
experimenting with unusual combinations and instruments and often makes use of electronics and backing tracks. Some of his techniques can be 
found on his recorded albums such as Leaving the Party on Pluto, Good to Go, Sticking with Childish Things, Face Each Aged Ache, Cabbage 
Heads, and Accompanied Readings Vol. 1.  
 

  



8  Naomi Pinnock   Four Humours   

The Four Humours are distinct miniatures that can be played in any order: Choleric is intense and fiery, and the ensemble is split into two and 
pitted against one another; Sanguine uses opposing forces but instead they come together at the end; Phlegmatic uses heavy sighs and lazy 
phrases. In Melancholia the piano continuously repeats the same phrase and the ensemble creates a languorously shifting background with a 
solo line on top, wistfully repeating motifs.  NP 
 
 
Naomi Pinnock comes from Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire. She studied at King’s College London with Harrison Birtwistle, at the Royal Academy 
of Music with Brian Elias, and with Wolfgang Rihm at the Hochschule für Musik Karlsruhe, Germany.  
  
Performers and commissioners include Wittener Tage für Neue Kammermusik, Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, ECLAT Festival 
Stuttgart, Heidelberger Frühling Festival, ZKM Karlsruhe, Festival Musica Strasbourg, Festival Les Musiques Marseille, Spitalfields Festival 
London, unerhörte musik concert series in Berlin, Arditti Quartet, London Sinfonietta, Neue Vocalsolisten Stuttgart, Les Percussions de 
Strasbourg, Ensemble Linea, Kammerensemble Neue Musik Berlin, Beat Furrer, Omar Ebrahim, Rolf Hind and Frode Haltli. Her music has been 
broadcast on SWR 2 Radio, WDR 3 Radio, BBC Radio 3 and Bayern 2 Radio.  
  
In 2010 she was the winner of the Berlin-Rheinsberger Composition Prize, in 2012 the recipient of the Collard Fellowship and in 2013 the 
prizewinner of the Günther-Bialas Composition Prize. In addition, the Berlin Senate Chancellery for Cultural Affairs awarded her a six-month 
residency at the Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris 2015–16. 
 
Naomi Pinnock on NMC 
Compilations 
Within (NMC D160) Endymion/Poole 
 
    

  



9  Roxanna Panufnik   CoM(A)Chord  

Written as one of 21 fanfares for the Gala concert at St. John's Smith Square in celebration of CoMA's 21st birthday, performed by the tutti 
ensemble in the evening concert on 25th October 2014. RP 
 
 
Roxanna Panufnik studied composition at the Royal Academy of Music and, since then, has written a wide range of pieces – opera, ballet, 
music theatre, choral works, chamber compositions, and music for film and television – which have been performed all over the world. 
 
Highlights include Westminster Mass, commissioned for Westminster Cathedral Choir on the occasion of Cardinal Hume's 75th birthday; The 
Music Programme, an opera for Polish National Opera's millennium season which received its UK premiere at the BOC Covent Garden 
Festival; and settings for solo voices and orchestra of Vikram Seth's Beastly Tales – the first of which was commissioned by the BBC for Patricia 
Rozario and City of London Sinfonia. 
 
Roxanna has a particular interest in world music – a recent culmination of this was Abraham, a violin concerto commissioned by Savannah Music 
Festival for Daniel Hope, incorporating Christian, Islamic and Jewish music. This was then converted into an overture, commissioned by the 
World Orchestra for Peace and premiered in Jerusalem under the baton of Valery Gergiev. 
 
She is currently writing a new Four Seasons for violinist Tasmin Little and her fourth mass setting for the amassed youth choirs of Tallinn & 
Tallinn Philharmonic (commissioned to mark their tenure of Eurpoean Capital of Culture). 
 
 
Roxanna Panufnik on NMC 
Compilations 
Let Me B (NMC D075) The Schubert Ensemble 
That Mighty Heart (NMC D150) Susan Bickley mezzo-soprano | Iain Burnside piano 
 
     

  



10  Howard Jones   The Illusion of Progress   

M C Escher's drawing 'Ascending and Descending', the inspiration for this piece, depicts an imaginary building which looks realistic but is 
impossible to construct. At the top of the building is a four-sided gallery in the form of a never-ending spiral staircase, around which a number 
of hooded figures are endlessly ascending and descending. HJ 
 
 
Howard Jones was born in 1948. After studying piano and French horn at the Birmingham School of Music, he went on to read music at 
Cambridge. He now plays double bass, piano and flugelhorn with various classical, contemporary and jazz ensembles. His commissions include: 
Echoes and Reflections for the oboist Angela Tennick and the Royal Tunbridge Wells Symphony Orchestra; An Italian Overture for the 
Tonbridge Philharmonic Orchestra; Migration for the East London Late Starters' String Orchestra; Salt of the Earth for Cheshire Youth Brass 
Band; Thamesside Variations for the Westminster Philharmonic Orchestra (a 25th anniversary commission); Shadwell Shanty for the East London 
Community Band. His brass quartet, Strada, was commissioned by Stephen Montague for members of the Steve Martland Band and performed 
at the 1998 Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. Biophony No.1 for ensemble was commissioned by CoMA in 2012 as part of the 
Open Score project call for pieces inspired by the theme of The Natural World. Howard has been associated with Contemporary Music for All 
(CoMA) since 1993.  
 
In 2008, his ensemble piece The Illusion of Progress, won the Making Music category of the British Composer awards. 
 
 
  



11  Michael Nyman   In C Interlude    

In C Interlude is a work inspired by Terry Riley's famous ground breaking open score composition, In C, written in 1964. Nyman harnesses 
some of the '60s pulse-like energy along with ideas he explored in earlier works like In Re: Don Giovanni to create a unique, open ended, 
open scored, 80-bar show stopper. 
 
 
Michael Nyman is a composer, pianist, librettist, writer, musicologist, photographer and film-maker whose work encompasses opera, concert 
music and film soundtracks of which The Draughtsman's Contract and The Piano are the best-known. 
 
Since founding the Michael Nyman Band in 1977, which tours the world, he has worked with leading film directors and has collaborated with 
artists such as Mary Kelly, Damon Albarn, Carsten Nicolai and the recent Oscar winning Man on Wire star Phillippe Petit. An exhibition of his 
photographs and video-works was recently shown at the De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill and more exhibitions are planned. His music is available 
via an extensive range of recordings on his own label, MN Records. 
   

Michael Nyman on NMC 
Compilations 
Polish Song (NMC D003) Mary Wiegold soprano| Composers Ensemble/Muldowney 
On the Fiddle (NMC D098) Madeleine Mitchell violin | Andrew Ball piano 
  



 
LONDON SINFONIETTA  
 
The London Sinfonietta’s mission is to place the best contemporary classical music at the heart of today’s culture; engaging and challenging the 
public through inspiring performances of the highest standard, and taking risks to develop new work and talent. Founded in 1968, the 
ensemble’s commitment to making new music has seen it commission over 300 works, and premiere many hundreds more. 
 
Resident at Southbank Centre with a busy touring schedule across the UK and abroad, its core is 18 Principal Players, representing some of 
the best solo and ensemble musicians in the world. The group also works with talented Emerging Artists, to ensure the unique expertise of its 
Principals is passed on to the next generation of performers. Having held a world-leading position in education and participation work for 
many years, the London Sinfonietta continues this with a belief that arts participation is transformational to individuals and communities, and 
new music is relevant to people’s lives. 
 
The ensemble has an extensive back catalogue of recordings made over 47 years, which have been released on numerous prestigious labels 
as well as its own London Sinfonietta Label, distributed by NMC Recordings www.nmcrec.co.uk/london-sinfonietta-label 
 
The London Sinfonietta won the RPS Music Award for Ensemble in 2010. 
 
www.londonsinfonietta.org.uk 
 
 
 
GREGORY ROSE conductor 
 
Gregory Rose is particularly noted for his performances of the romantic and contemporary repertoires, having conducted over 300 premieres 
of orchestral, choral and ensemble music throughout Europe and the Far East. He studied violin, piano and singing as a young child and was a 
pupil of Hans Jelinek (Vienna Academy) and Egon Wellesz (Oxford University), both former students of Arnold Schoenberg, and of his father, 
the late Bernard Rose. 
 
Gregory is Music Director of the Jupiter Orchestra, Jupiter Singers, Singcircle and CoMA London Ensemble. He has conducted many concerts 
and operas for Trinity College of Music, including concerts with the Contemporary Music Group, and operas by Poulenc, Stravinsky, Virgil 
Thomson, Scott Joplin, Berthold Goldschmidt, Samuel Barber, Nino Rota and Malcolm Williamson. He is a professor of conducting at Trinity 
Laban. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NMC Recordings and CoMA are grateful to the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Grants for the Arts (Arts Council England) & Foyle Foundation for 
their support for this recording. 
 

          
 
 
For more information visit www.nmcrec.co.uk/coma 
    www.coma.org 
 
 
Recorded 12-13 October 2015 at St Dunstan’s, Stepney, London 
 
Recording Engineer and Producer DAVID LEFEBER   
 
                  

                                          
 

 
 
NMC Recordings is a charitable company (reg. no. 328052) established for the recording of contemporary music by the Holst Foundation; it is grateful for 
funding from Arts Council England, the Britten-Pears Foundation and The Delius Trust. 
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